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TRAUMA

Experiences or situations that 

are emotionally painful and 

distressing, and that overwhelm 

an individual’s capacity to cope



Trauma Theory

1970s Vietnam War Veterans

1980 DSM III

1990s ACE Study

2016 Paradigm Shift



From an historical perspective, the 

significant change ushered in by the 

PTSD concept was the stipulation that 

the etiological agent was outside the 

individual (i.e., a traumatic event) rather 

than an inherent individual weakness 



Trauma and the Child’s Brain







BRAIN STRUCTURES

 The child’s stress response is exaggerated 

and prolonged resulting in changes in the 

child’s brain organs.

 Larger, more active Amygdala

 Smaller Hippocampus

 Smaller less active Frontal Lobes

 Smaller Corpus Callosum



FRONTAL LOBE 

FUNCTION

 Impulse Control

 Organization

 Time Orientation

CORPUS 

CALLOSUM

 Not well Integrated

 Learning Problems

AMYGDALA

 Emotional 

Dysregulation

 Difficulty with 

Empathy

 Hyperarousal, 

Anxiety









TOXIC STRESS
 According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, 

the term "toxic stress" describes the disruption in 
brain architecture and other developing organ 
systems that occur when a child is exposed to 
strong, frequent or prolonged adversity. 

 Unlike ADHD, toxic stress involves many systems 
of the body and is characterized by a dramatic 
increase in stress-related disease and cognitive 
impairment.



Chronic stress leads to frequent 

triggering of the “fight or flight” 

chemical response, and that can be 

harmful to a child's development 

long-term. 







Adverse Childhood Experiences 

Study (ACE)

The largest and most influential study of the 
relationship between childhood adversity 
and later life health and well being.

The focus was to analyze the relationship 
between childhood trauma and the risk for 
physical and mental illness in adulthood.

















EPIGENETICS

 Our genes, and ultimately our developing 

brain architecture, are influenced powerfully 

by positive early experiences—and negative 

ones, too. 

 Genes provide the hardware, but early 

experience is the software that drives the 

system. 





-- “Childhood adversity shapes a 

stress system that has trouble 

flipping the ‘off’switch.” --










